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Written by Michael Davidson

The Echo Is Real Enough. 
Received from a historical past. 

From Malevich, Beuys and Duchamp, the signals were 
sent out long ago. Shimmering like smashed stars onto 
the art landscape, in an old torn world much in need of 
new light, their new work arrived to describe a future yet 
unseen. The concepts explored and dramatized early 
in the Twentieth Century have once again provided the 
stimulus for a body of work which is both strong and 
clear, and well worth the visit to Herringer Kiss Gallery.

In what feels like a direct transmission of process, yet 
blending humour and spirituality, the most unlikely of 
bedfellows, Calgary artist Darija Radakovic has some-
how maintained the serious atmosphere which en-
veloped the historical exhibitions we are reminded of, 
as artists, critics, historians, teachers and the general 
public struggled to make sense of the shift in perspec-
tive which was now upon the art world. When experi-
encing the full impact of Radakovic’s art it is almost as if 
we have been thrown backwards in time to re-evaluate 
once again the old questions; what makes an object a 
work of art, 

and all of the other points of debate surrounding the avant-
garde.  At the same time however, within this contempo-
rary work, we can easily acknowledge that her humour 
seems fresh and her lightness of touch in the creation of 
these works is welcome. It is the lightness of presentation 
in what could have otherwise 
been just another dusty memory which brings pleasure 
and insight to the experience. Her references are direct 
and on the mark. 

Educated in Belgrade, where she studied the history of art 
as well as its making, Radakovic then emigrated to Can-
ada with her family, and over the next ten years created a 
collection of pieces which celebrate her personal interests 
as well as pay homage to the radical ironies to be found in 
the thrust of early Modernism. 

References, re-takes, or perhaps out-takes of such phe-
nomena as the readymades, Suprematism, concrete and 
constructivist text or poetry, assemblage, and the beguil-
ing freedom of Dadaism, all are on display in unique ironic 
form. Radakovic is, I believe, not ‘making fun’ of all of this 
heavy history, but she definitely is ‘having fun’ with it. The 
end result is that we as viewers are offered a chance to re-
flect upon the long and arduous journey that art has made, 
but with the great appeal of a gentle reassuring nudge. I 
think she wants us to look back on it all with a smile, and 
at our present day with a wink. Like the old Latin phrase 
“Ars Longa, Vita Brevis”, life is indeed short. Her gift to us 
makes this short life a little more bearable.
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